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1. INTRODUCTION 
During the last five years the Energy System Group (ESG) at 
Ris0 National Laboratory has developed extensive experience in 
the fields of energy-economy modelling, energy planning, and 
technical-economic analysis of energy systems. The nature of 
these studies generally requires a wide background of knowledge 
cover ing economic modelling techniques, public planning , the 
interelationship of various components of the energy system , as 
well as the details of individual energy supply technologies. 
The programmes of the Energy Systems Group involve basic R&D , 
work for and in collaboration with public authorities , as well 
as activities carried out under contract with various organisa-
tions in Denmark and abroad. 
One of the main undertakings of the group in recent years has 
been its participation in the work on the Danish Energy Plan 
(EP-81) which was published at the end of 198 1 by the Danish 
Ministry of Energy (1). In 1982 this was followed by a number 
of projects such as the updat ing of the DES-model on the basis 
of the experience gained during the work with the Energy Plan , 
and a study concerning the possible introduction of small- and 
medium-size coa l installations in the Danish Energy System. 
Furthermore, an investigation has bee n started on the long-term 
prospects of energy technologies , up to the year 2030 , with 
specia l emphasis on trends in the development of those post-2000 
e nergy technologies that may have an important impact on the 
decis ions to be made in this century. 
A number of internal research and development projects have 
been undertaken. Apart from the work on the DES-model already 
mentioned , these projects primarily take the form of postgradu-
ate research studies. For examples a model for the simulation 
of combined heat and power production is under development and 
will be completed in 1983 . Another postgraduate project being 
carried out is that concerning pricing policies a nd tariff 
structures. A final study in this category is the one on the 
... 
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economic assessment of energy technologies involving sen siti-
vity a nd uncertainty analysis. 
The work on the energy-economy model was dom inated by the mo-
delling programme of the Commission of the European Communit ies 
(CEC). The work i s carried out in close collabo ration with the 
other member nations of the Eur opean Community. The work i n 
19 82 has primarily been centr ed a round the macrosectoral model , 
n ow called HERMES, and t h e l ong - term energy demand model , 
MEDEE. 
In addition t o the activities me ntioned above , various studies 
have been carried out under contract. A p r eproject was carried 
out for the Nord i c Council of Ministers with the aim of 
i dent ifying potential areas for e xtended Nordic co l laboration 
i n the energy sector. Para lle ling th i s a Nord i c heat supply 
study was begun . These s tudies were carried out as joint ven -
tures of the four Nordic Energy Research Institutes . A prepro-
ject concerning the introduction of windmills into an electri-
c ity supply system based on d i esel generators a nd hydropower 
was carri e d out under the ausp ices of the Nordic Co- operat i ve 
Organization for Applied Research (NORDFORSK). Finally , the 
Energy Systems Group participated in an assessment of the tech-
nica l and economic prospects for wind energy in the EEC coun -
tries . 
A great dea l of the a bove -ment i oned work involves the p r oces -
sing of large amounts of statist ical data pertaining to the 
energy consumption , economi c act ivity , etc . of the various sec -
tors of soc i ety . The establishment and maintenance of such 
databases and the development of computer softwar e for data 
r etr i eva l and process ing i s a most i mpor tan t bas i c act i vity of 
the group. 
The work of the Energy Syste ms Group involves collabor at i on 
with other organisations in De nmark such as the electrica l 
utilities , The Danish Ministry of Energy , The Danish Energy 
Agency and the Uni ver sities. Within the Scandinavian Countries 
ESG collaborates closely with the other Nord i c energy research 
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inst itutes. Internationally , ESG is involved in col l aboration 
with the CEC and a number of other i nternational organisations 
together with various r esearch laboratories and universities . 
2 . DANISH ENERGY PLANNING 
The work of the group during 1982 in the a r ea of Danish Energy 
Planning cons i sted of a number of p r ojects whi ch e xtended from 
Energy Pl an 81 ( 1) , one of the group ' s main activities in 1981 . 
2 .1 . Small - and medium- s iz e coal installations 
The increased use o f coal plays an important role in Danish 
e nergy planning and energy research programmes . Examples from 
the latter a r e the studies of different coa l burning techno-
l ogies , coal c l assification , and coal t r ansportation . 
Th e aim of the project was to illustrate some technical and 
economic consequences of the introduction of small and medium-
size coa l installations into the Danish energy system , i . e. the 
change from oil to coal in industry and d istrict heating . The 
project was carried out as a collaborative effort among the 
Dan i sh Boiler Owners' Assoc i ation , The Danish District Heating 
Assoc i ation , and Ris0 , the latter represented by ESG . The study 
was completed by the end of 1982, and a report was published in 
1 983 . 
A conclusion of t he study i s that most industrial f irms which 
could benefit from a change from o il to coal have already made 
the transition . As far as the rest of industr y is concerned, 
the expected load factor for a coal - f i red boiler is so low, 
that the savings f rom the cheaper fuel would be too limi ted to 
justify the investment economical l y . 
1 
.l 
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On the other hand the net savings which can be obt ained by a 
coal-fired d i str ict heat ing plant producing ma inly base-load 
heat may give a payback time on the investment of less that 2 
years , except for the smallest units with capacities less than 
3 MW. The load factor of a coa l-fired un it, however , is very 
dependent on how t he un it is phased into the local energy 
system . 
The potential market for coal in distr ict-heat product i on 
depends on the fu ture structure of district heating in Denmark. 
In 1 980 o il-f ired d i strict heating covered about 25 per cent of 
the demand for space heating and domest i c hot water. However , 
according to the Danish Heat Plan more than two th i rds of this 
potential market for coal-fired district heating will be trans-
ferred to combined heat an d power , waste heat or natural gas 
during the next 10-15 year s . Taking th i s into account , the 
s t udy concludes that eventually 3-6% of the total annu a l Danish 
heat demand may be supplied by coa l-fired district heating . 
The d i stric t heating system in a s mal l town consists of a grid 
a nd one plant. In l arger towns there may be more p l ants wi th 
part i ally connected grids , and there are often alternative 
means of heat supply , e .g. a waste inciner at i on plant. A single 
coal - fired unit which i s phased into a small area might be 
given a capacity of 60% of the total heat load and produce 90% -
of the heat demand . The remaining 1 0% must be produced by oil 
a t ex i st ing boi l e rs that are kept for peak l oad a nd r eserve. In 
larger district heating areas two or more units may serve as 
reserve for each other during the annual maintenance in the 
summer period when the l oad i s low. In some a r eas during the 
summer there may be alternative supplies of fuel e . g. natural 
gas , or heat e .g. waste heat in areas partially connected to a 
waste-incineration plant or to a CHP-station . 
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Fig . 2.1. The load duration curve for district heating areas with 
the phasing in of coal fired units indicated . 
2.2 . Long - term prospects of energy technologies 
In 1982 ESG embarked on a study of the long- term prospects for 
technological development with relevance to the Danish energy 
sector. The study is be i ng carried out for the Danish Ministry 
of Energy as a follow up to the Danish Energy Plan (EP - 8 1 ) 
i ssued in 1981 1 ) . 
The study covers the period up to the year 2030. The just i fi -
cation for attempting to study the situation at such a distant 
future is that the energy system consists predominantly of 
i nstal l ations with construction times of up to ten years and 
expected lifetimes of 25 - 30 years . Examples of s uch 
i nstallations are power plants and natural gas networks. The 
I 
,, 
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main emphas i s of the study i s on the identification and 
characterisation of the major trends and interdependencies in 
the development of energy technologies after 2000 which rely 
heavily on the decisions to be made before then. The study 
embraces energy-demand and enerqy-supply techno l ogies, as well 
as non-energy technologies which could change t he demand pat -
tern. Examples of the latter technologies are those concerned 
with communication and regulation. 
An attempt is made to evaluate the various individual candidate 
technologies by examin i ng a number of technical and economic 
factors. In addition the study investigates the possibilities 
for new combinations of energy systems. The reason for this is 
that it is envi saged that new combined production might well be 
an importan t area for future improvements in energy utilisati -
on . 
In the period up to the year 2000 maj o r investments are to be 
made in the Danish natural gas and district heating d istri-
bution .systems. It is therefore natural that the study focus on 
techno l og i es which are i mportant to these systems . The question 
of centralised as opposed to decentr a l ised enerqy conversion is 
a matter of great interest , as are the prospects for the 
development of efficient energy storage fac ilities and the use 
of renewable enerqy sources . 
Al though the main emphasis of the study is the technological 
development in the energy sector , it is quite obvious that this 
development is strongly influenced by the general development 
in society at large. Figure 2.2 . illustrates the idea that 
technological development is influenced by the development in 
world energy prices, e nergy demand in various sectors , etc . 
The main outcome of the study will be a number of recommenda-
tions for areas where it is important to take account of the 
expected technologica l development at an early stage . 
11 
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Fig . 2.2 . Factors influencing technological deve lopment. 
2.3. Work for the Min i stry of Energy 
ESG collaborates closely with the Dan ish Ministry of Enerqy, 
and d uring the past year the group has bee n involved in several 
projects at various levels of participat i on. Only a few of 
these activities will be mentioned here . 
12 
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2.3.1 . En e rgy Report 83 
According to law the Minister of Energy must make a r eport to 
the parliament at r egular intervals concerning the supply and 
consumption o f energy in Denmark. The latest report of this 
kind called Energy Report 83 (ER 83) is expected to be 
published in the spring of 1983. 
ESG participates in a number of ER 83 working groups formed by 
the Ministry to study the possible future trends of energy 
prices, the cost of power plants, both nuclear and 
conventiona l, a nd the cost of electricity production. 
2.3.2. Space Heating in Area IV 
ESG is currently invo lved in a study of the space h eating forms 
in the so-called area IV, the parts of the country schedu l ed to 
r ece ive neither natural gas nor CHP - generated distr i ct heating . 
At the e nd of 1982 the Mini s try of Energy set up two working 
groups to study space heating in gener al and e l ectric i ty . 
The scope of work of the heat ing group inc ludes the demarcat i on 
of area IV and the descr ipt i on of expectations for the future 
deve l opment of t his a r ea , with regard to demographic condi tion s , 
local energy resources and hous ing stock . The l atter takes into 
account age, type, location, and heat ing equ i pment. Existing 
and future demand for heat for each single t ype of building 
will be estimated , and the differe nt energy supply techno l ogies 
described . F i nally, the d i fferent heat supply structures will 
be evaluated, especially with respect to economy , employment 
and e nvironmental aspects . 
The work in the e l ectricity g r oup is centred around the intro-
duction of electrical heat ing into area IV. Both direct and 
storage e l ectr i cal heating will be considered, the l atter being 
a hitherto unused form of heating in Denmark . The group will 
evaluate the consequences which an increased use of electr i cal 
heating in area IV might have for the power generation and 
distribution syst em . In addition, the group wi l l con s i der the 
poss ibi l ities for load manage ment and the i ntegration of wi nd 
power i nto the e l ectric i t y supply system . 
13 
2 .3.3 . El ectricity demand forecasting 
Finally , ESG is involved in a small group whose functions is to 
update the background for the electricity- demand forecasts made 
for Energy Plan 8 1 . The wor k of the gr oup is primarily of a 
statistical nature , namely the processing of the results of a 
survey of household electrical appliance ownersh ip and use . ESG 
partic i pated in the formulation of the questionnaire for the 
survey wh ich was part of a Danish Statistical off i ce "Omnibus" 
survey. 
3. INTERNAL PROJ ECTS 
3.1. The Danish Energy System Model - DES 
The DES-Model is des igned for a long-term description of the 
Danish .Energy system . Given a set of forecasts for the demand 
for useful energy and a development plan for the conversion and 
distribution system, the model calculates the annua l primary 
energy requirement together wi th the fuel costs , and the costs 
of inves tments , operation , and maintenance fo r the energy 
system . 
The DES - model has been u sed by ESG for several studies of the 
Danish energy system during the last 4 years . These i nc l ude the 
evaluat i on of the various e nergy consumption scenar i os and the 
energy supply system defined in the Danish Energy Plan 1981 1 ), 
as well as partial studies of the Danish energy system , e . g . 
the introduction of electrical storage heating in areas without 
CHP and natural gas;) and the economic consequences of the 
introduction of nuclear power in Denmark:) , 
In 1982 the model was used for estimating the regional di -
str i but i on of the demand for space heating and the heat supply 
system for the study of the introduction and penetration of 
coa l -fired district heating (see Section 2 .1.). 
1 
1 
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The main e f fort in 1982 has been to redesign t he model struc-
ture in order to provide the policy-maker with a flexible and 
eas ily understandable tool for translating e nergy demand fo r e -
casts into primary energy r equirement an d its econom i c 
consequences. The model now con s i sts of modu l es describing da t a 
and submodels for the various sectors of the energy system , 
which allow the model to be used for partial as well as compre-
hens ive studies of the energy syst em. 
The computer program for the model contains the elements a nd 
facilities for building a mode l-structure. The progr am is a 
mixture of an interpreter, which handles simple ar ithmetic 
express ion s written by the user, a collection of func t ions 
describing more complex relations, and a dat abase-handl ing 
system with input and output fac ilities. The e lementary unit of 
the system is called an account, and for each account annual 
va lues a r e stored for a numbe r of year s. The specification and 
ins t ruct i ons given by t h e user are stored in a system of files . 
The mode l structure may be of a high degr ee of complexity con-
s i st ing of separate modules with suitable interface account s , 
whose values may be added , subtracted , or transferred from on e 
module to a n other. 
The functions that are included in the program are relat i ons 
betwee n t wo or more account s for a s ing le year or the whole 
p l anning per i od , e .g. cal cu l at i on of present values o f futur e 
payments. The most complex of these funct ions is t he s imulat i on 
mode l for electricity a nd CHP . This function requ ires data 
g iving a detai led descript i on of the e l e ctricity generating 
system: 
- the tota l demand fo r e l ectr i c ity an d its variation s 
- t h e demand for heat in each heat reg ion, i . e . areas with a 
d i strict h eating grid supplied by CHP 
- f uel prices 
- for each power stat ion: parameters for f uel type , maximum 
power , eff iciency, availability , operating costs , heat pro-
duction, and heat reg i on . 
15 
The s i mu l ation g i ves as results the electricity product i on and 
run ning costs of groups of power stations for each fuel type , 
and the heat production in each heat region. 
Each module of the model is divided into model- phases, which 
are logical units consisting of any of the elements mentioned 
above. A phase may be calculated separately o r in line with 
other phases. 
3.2. A simulation model for CHP production systems 
A model for the simulation of comb i ned heat and power produc -
t i on has been developed within ESG . The work is performed as a 
Ph.D. project i n collabor ation with the Electric Power 
Eng ineering Department at the Technical Un i versity of Denmark . 
'rhe model may be used for a detai l~d evaluation of e xpansion 
plans , or for a n investigation of the value of various single 
components i n the system such as a back- pressure power plant or 
heat storage . The power produced by wind generators may also be 
incor porated by subtracting this power from the demand , and in 
th is way the fuel savings can be assessed. Likewise, the method 
wil l give some i nformation on whether wind- generated 
e l ectric i ty replaces base- or peak- load production. 
The model incorporates t he simultaneous heat and power produc -
t i on a t cogeneration plants , condensing power p lants , and boil -
ers , with t he possibility of including heat storage units . The 
demands f or electr icity and heat a r e represented by time 
ser i es. For a given system of heat and/ or power producing units 
the model f i nds the operat i on strategy which , at min i mum cost , 
will satisfy the heat and power demand. 
In order to min imize the costs , the heat load dispatching in a 
certa i n time interval is car ried out by demanding that a ll heat 
producing units within a s i ngle heat a rea must have the same 
marginal cost of heat product i on . The optimization of the 
operation of a heat storage wil l d istr i bute the product i on over 
the time intervals in such a way that the marginal cost is t i me 
II 
.I 
I 
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independent. A time-varying price for the co-generated 
electricity is included in the computations, as are the losses 
from the heat transmission system. 
The simulation of the power production includes both unit com-
mitment and load dispatching. This brings about the requirement 
(in mathematical terms) 
depends on both integer 
of minimizing a cost function which 
(zero-one) and continuous variables. 
For this purpose a "Branch-and-Bound" method is used. A s ub-
problem of this optimization consists of the dispatching of the 
power production among the plants. For a given unit commitment, 
this is done by making the plants deliver their production to 
the consumer at a common marginal cost . 
In the s imu la t ion model the power plants are described by a 
cost of minimum load, a piecewise linear incremental cost c urve 
and start-up costs which depend on t he length of the t ime 
period t hat the plant has b een off load . The losse s in the 
power transmission line s are taken into a ccount. The t ime steps 
of the .mode l a r e typically 2 hours, but may be of any length . 
During 1982 the software has been tested and improved s o that 
reasonably large problems can be handled by the model , e .g. unit 
commitment with 30 generators and 48 time steps. An e xampl e of 
the results of a model run is shown in Figure 3.1. The present 
version of the model will be documented during 1983, along with 
the necessary theory. 
17 
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Fig . 3 .1. Example of results from a run of the model . 
1.. Minimum pover production from CHP units 
2. Power demand 
3 . Rated capacity of running generators 
4. Produ ction costs 
5. Marg inal cost of power production 
(GW) 
(GW) 
(GW) 
(Mkr/h) 
(kr / kWh) 
3.3. Pric ing polic i es and tariff str uctures for space heat i ng 
Th e aim of the study is to inves t igate the technical, economic , 
a n d political factor s i nvolved in t he i mplementation of the 
Danish Heat Plan , with particular emphas is on the pr i ces 
c harged for the var i ous heat i ng forms such as natura l gas , 
d i strict heating , etc . 
A h i s torical study of the pub l ic authorities regu l ation of the 
pr i c ing and investment dec isions in the utili ties has been 
carried o ut . I n addition , a survey of t he Danish planning laws 
has been made as well as a study of the way in which the Heat 
Supply Law i s administrated by the public authorities today . 
Fr om t h ese studies i t has been concluded that the pol i tica l a nd 
18 19 
legal factors involved in the implementation of the Heat Plan 
represent very important constraints on the pricing and 
investment decisions in the utilities. In order to investigate 
the consequences of various feasible regulation policies, the 
work in 1982 was concentrated on a study of the interdependence 
of the political/legal and technical/economic factors i nvo lved 
in the implementation of the Heat Plan. The project will be 
completed by April 1983. 
3.4. Economic assessment of energy technologies. 
This project which was initiated in August 1981 is aimed at 
assessing the economics of various energy technologies prima-
rily in the field of renewable energy. Particular emphasis has 
been put on developing a method of calculation which takes into 
account uncertainties. To this end we have set about con-
structing a system of software for the calcul a tion of economic 
quantities such as present value of lifetime costs for single 
systems and difference investments, the effective energy price 
and internal rate of return on the investment. 
By the end of 1982 computer 
calculate the present value 
programs 
of total 
had been developed to 
energy and inves t ment 
costs of a system. Figure 3.2 shows an example of part of the 
output of the present value calculation for a selected 
technology. The calculated probability distribution of the 
present value is based on uncorrelated statistical data and/or 
assumptions uncertainties made by the assessor. A selection of 
the basis of calculation is presented in Figures 3.1 (A-F). 
A measure of the relative impact on the width of the present 
value distribution due to single parameters is indicated in 
Figure 3.1 (G) below the distribution. This diagram is based on 
a traditional sensitivity analysis. Here the present value is 
evaluated with fixed parameters chosen as the average values of 
the data distributions, and the effect of variations 
x. + 2 d(x
1
.) is expressed as the central gap in the horizontal 
1 -
bars. 
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HEATING SYSTEM: Electric air/water heat pump, with resistance heat as 
backup. 
Figure (G) shows the present value (1980) of total heating costs, over the 
period 1980-2000, for a single family house with the net annual heat de-
mand ( = heat loss of building and domestic hot water) of 60 GJ, Vertical 
lines divide this distribution Into Intervals each covering 10% of probabi-
lity. 
Sensitivity analysis: The gap In the horizontal bars Indicates the Influence 
on the present value originating from the respective parameter. The nar-
rower the gap, the less the Influence. 
Figures (A, •• , F, H) show the basis of calculation. Cost of heat pump 
unit Incl. Installation (1980) Is shown In figure (A). The lifetime of this In-
vestment Is chosen as 15 years. The assumed distribution for C.O.P. In-
cludes auxiliary resistance heat. 
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It is hoped that this form of presentation and operat i on can 
prove to be a useful tool for decision makers in the evaluation 
of the economic consequences of the deve lopment of particular 
energy technologies. 
A report on the project will be available in mid- 1983. 
3.5. Space-heating forms a nd insulation levels 
According to the current plan for space heating, about two-
thirds of the dwellings in Denmark will be supplied either by 
natural gas or CHP distr i ct heating by the year 2000. In the 
case of the latter heating form the costs of investment in the 
distribution system far outweigh the operating costs for 
producing heat. It can therefore be questioned whether it is 
worthwhile to invest in further insulat ion of buildings sup-
plied by CHP district hea ting when t h e sole advantage is a 
s mall reduction in primary energy consumption. On the other 
hand, buildings supplied by h e ating forms with low investment 
costs where the fuel costs dominate can benefit greatly from 
further investment in insulation. 
In 1982 ESG initiated an investigation of the economics of 
insulation measures in relation to heating form. The work took 
the form of a pilot-study and was carried out primarily by a 
visiting researcher. 
The payback times for a number of insulation measures were 
calculated using typical costs for insulation and for the va-
rious heating forms. Among the insulation measures considered 
were weather stripping , double glazing, roof insulation and 
cavity-wa ll insulation. The space-heating forms considered were 
district heating by CHP and oil-fired boilers, natural qas and 
oil central heating, and electrical heating. An example of the 
possible range of payback times for retrofit insulation in a 
s ingle-family h ouse i s shown in Table 3.1 along with t h e 
assumptions for fuel costs a nd efficiencies. The variable 
component of the district heating tariff can vary throughout 
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the country by a factor of two to three depend ing on the 
pricing policy of the individual district heating companies. 
For the present study we have assumed prices based on the pri-
mary energy price with the efficienc i es at each stage taken 
into account. 
Table 3.1. Basic assumptions and results for a number of insu-
lation measures carried out in a single-family house supplied 
with 5 alternative heating forms. 
!Fuel Type 
ICHP 
!District Heating 
!Natural Gas 
!Electricity 
!Fuel Type 
ICHP 
!District Heating 
!Natural Gas 
!Elec tricity 
Heat Efficiency Factors Fuel Costs Kr/GJ 
!Plant IDist ~ !Efficiency !Primary !Delivered 
lor 
I furnace 
Ill plant 
2.0 
0.85 
0 .8 
0 . 72 
0.36 
I Roof 
l 200mm 
Ito 
IOmm 
16 
3 
3 
2 
1 
lefciency 
Ill network 
0 .80 
0.80 
1.00 
1.00 
0 . 9 
lof use i n 
I houses 
Ill house 
.92 
. 92 
.92 
.9 2 
1.00 
I incl . 
IV.A.T. 
I 
24 
58 
73 
90 
70 
Paybac~ years for insulati on measure 
!Roof !Wall !Window 
l100mm lfiel 11 glass 
Ito !cavity Ito 
l100mm ISOmm 11 glass 
135 28 I 48 
23 5 8 
5 
8 
8 
4 
3 
2 
8 
6 
4 
I incl. 
IV . A.T. 
I 
15 
85 
73 
90 
215 
!Roof 
l100mm 
Ito 
IOmm 
44 
8 
7 
5 
3 
I Useful 
I incl. 
IV.A.T. 
I 
16 
92 
99 
136 
215 
Calculations were also done for the potential energy saving s 
and the necessary investment for the entire Danish housing 
stock . The results showed that for s ingle-family dwellings the 
adoption of a different i ating policy, i.e. insulating buildings 
according to actual fuel costs , could save as much primary 
energy as when a uniform price is used for investment decision, 
and at significantly lower cost. If a uniform price is used for 
investment decisions then there is over- investment in CHP 
areas , and under-investment in areas using e lectrical heating. 
For multi-family dwellings on the oth e r hand, significantly 
lower e ne rgy savings would be achie ved by d i ffe r entia ting (or 
1 
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'reg i onalisat ion') with respect to heating form . However , the 
increased savings obtainabl e with a uniform fuel price are 
gained at the expense of greatly increased investment with low 
marginal rates of return. 
Although the results of the study seem to indicate that some 
form of differentiation of insulation investments could be 
advantageous , no firm conc l usion can be drawn at present. One 
reason is that the present study assumed that the heat plan had 
already been implemented, but this will not be the case for 
over a decade. Th i s means that insulation in many buildings now 
heated by oil can be repaid before conversion to cheaper forms 
of heating. Other factors which must be taken into account are 
urban renewal, build ing maintenance, and the difficulty of 
admin i strating non-uniform standards. 
It has not been dec i ded whether a major study in this f i eld 
should be undertaken. However the results of the study are 
important for the further elabor at i on of the space-heating 
module · of the DES-model. In addi tion the results of the study 
will prove useful in connection with ESG ' s participation in the 
reference group for a study of the energy requirements of space 
heat i ng being carried out by the Danish Building Research 
Institute. 
3.6. Databases an d other suppor ting activities 
The collect i on and processing of statistical data is an impor-
tant task which must be undertaken i n most energy p l anning pro-
jects. This concerns not only data for energy consumption and 
supply, but also macroeconomic figures , data for production in 
various branches , etc. 
During the past years ESG has established and maintained 
databases and developed software for data retrieval and 
processing . At present ESG maintains the following databases: 
1 ) 
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The Danish Statistical Office (OS) National Accounts 
Department's Input-Output tables for 1966-79 classified 
into 117 branches, 66 consumption groups , and 9 final use 
categories . 
2) DS's energy balances classified according to 1 17 branches 
a nd 23 energy types for 1966-79. 
3) DS's investment figures distributed on investing branches 
classified into 51 branches and 4 types of investment for 
1966-76 . 
4) OS ' s employment data classified into 117 branches and 5 
types of employment for 1966-79. 
These databases make up an essential part of the resources 
which ESG has at its disposal for developing and updating the 
CEC energy models (see Chapter 4.) . 
The OS Energy Balances are complemented by the addition of sta-
tistics from the Danish Energy Agency (ENS) and the Danish 
Association of Electricity Supply Undertakings (DEFU) for ener -
gy and electricity for the years 1966-81 . 
Final l y , during the past year ESG has developed a small data-
base of the Danish district heating system consisting of : 
i) an extract from the building and dwelling register (BBR) 
conta i ning information on building areas , building use and 
heat installat i ons for each municipality , and 
ii) published or estimated data on capacity, heat supply , a nd 
fuel consumption for each district heating company. 
This database was used to describe the structure of district 
heat ing for the study of small- and medium-sized coal installa-
tions (see Section 2.1) and the Nordic heat supply study (see 
Section 5.2.). 
,, 
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4 . EUROPEAN COMMISSION ENERGY -ECONOMY MODELS 
The Energy Systems Group i s responsible for the Dani s h imple-
mentation and application of four separate mode l s as part of 
the energy modelling programme of the Commission for the Euro-
pean Communities . These are the medium-term energy demand 
model, t he long-te rm e nergy demand model, the energy - f l ow opti-
misation mode l and the macrosectora l model. Deta i ls of al l 
these models, e xcept the latter, are t o be found in the 
publication "Energy Mode l s fo r the European Community " ( 5) . 
Detai l s of the macrosectora l model, which i s still under 
development, have not yet been publi s hed . 
4 . 1. The medium-term demand model 
The med i um-term demand mode l consists of 3 submode l s : the 
macroeconomic mode l EURECA, the inp u t -output model EXPLOR and 
the Energy Demand Model EDM. 
Dur ing 1982 the work on the national part of t he medium- term 
demand model was of a less extensive character than in the 
previ ous years. The work consisted mainly of the updating and 
r evi sion of several minor parts of the model, a n d prepar i ng two 
case studies in col l aborat i on with the CEC-group of e xperts . 
The two case stud i es describe two substan tially different 
situat i ons: 
1) -high economi c growth 
-high rise i n energy pr i ces in real terms 
2) -low economi c growth 
-consta nt energy pr i ces in r ea l t erms . 
The preliminary results of t he two case studies a re shown in 
aggregated form in Tables 4 . 1 and 4. 2~ 
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Table 4.1. High growth - high price study . 
Total consumption of energy by sectors, mtoe 
Year 
Industry 
Transports 
Others 
Total 
Level 
1980 
4 . 59 
2.76 
6.69 
14 . 22 
Growth rates 
1981/85 I 
1.9 
1.7 
0 . 6 
1.2 
(%p . a . ) l 
1980/90 I 
1.3 I 
1. 9 I 
2 . 8 I 
2 . 1 I 
Table 4.2 . Low growth - constant price study 
Total consumption of final energy by sectors, mtoe . 
Year 
Industry 
Transports 
Others 
Total 
Level 
1980 
4 . 62 
2 . 80 
6 . 99 
14 . 42 
Growth rates (%p . a . ) 
1981/85 I 1980 /90 
0 . 6 
1.7 
- 0 . 5 
0 . 3 
1.4 
3 . 5 
4 . 3 
3 . 2 
The preliminary results of the two case studi es indicate a 
total energy- price elasticity of between 0 .3 a n d 0 . 4 and a 
total elasticity of economic growth of around 0.9 . 
4.2. The l ong- term energy demand mode l 
Work has continued on the European l ong-term energy demand 
model MEDEE3 which simulates the evolution of energy d emand 
over a period of 2 5 years . Energy demand is calcul ated for a 
set of consumption sectors which, as far a s possib l e , are homo-
geneous with respect to social need or economic activity, 
consumer behaviour , and technological context . The model is 
therefore highly disaggregated and requires a very large amount 
of social , economic , and techn i ca l data . 
MEDEE3 i s not an economic model like the med i um- term or macro-
sectoral ones . It is rather a tool which can be used to trans -
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late particul ar scenarios for the development of the 
socio-economic system into energy demand terms . 
Although we have been i n volved in the use of MEDEE3 for a 
number of years , i t is only recen t l y that the software has 
actual l y been i mplemented i n Denmark. Model runs were formerly 
carried out by the authors of the model at IEJE, Grenoble us ing 
a computer in France. Dur i ng 1982 , however, the software was 
distributed to other centres, in i t i ally to the CEC ' s computer 
in Luxemburg and then to certain nationa l user groups , of which 
Denmark was one of the first. 
Because of the programming lanquage used, it is not practical 
at present to implement the software on other t han IBM and ICL 
computers. For th i s reason the software has not been 
i mplemented on Ris0's computer , a Burroughs B7800. The software 
was i mplemented instead on the IBM 3033 at the Northern European 
Univers i ties Computing Centre (NEUCC). 
The local implementation of MEDEE3 has allowed a much more 
intimate understanding of the mode l which in turn has l ed to 
the detection and correction of a number of inconsistenc ies. 
These occurred mainly in the section of the model dealing with 
space h eating and concerned , in particular, the penetration of 
district heating and e lectrical heating . 
Figures 4 .1 (a) to (d) show t he d i stribution of heat ing forms 
in single- and mu l t i -family dwel l ings in the 2 subregion clas -
ses corresponding to the Copenhagen region and the 3 large 
cities Odense , Alborg, and Arhus . The curves r eproduce the 
general characteristics of Danis h space heating policy, namely 
the penetrat i on of district heating and natura l qas at t he 
expense of oil-fired central heating . The curves are not 
however e ntire ly predetermined from the above plans. Rather, we 
have attempted to reproduce the general expectations through a 
combination of exogenous and endogenous factors. The shares in 
the MEDEE resu lts presented here were partly exogenous l y 
specified (e .g. oil a nd gas in e xist ing dwellings) a nd partly 
determined by market forces (heating installat i ons in new 
Copenhagen region 
single-family 
(a) 
Oil 
n.g. 
d.h. 
el. 
h.p. 
1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 
80 
60 
40 
20 
Odense, Alborq, Arhus 
sinqle-family 
(C ) 
el 
0 L=2~~~E~=j h.p. 
1975 19 80 1985 1990 1995 2000 
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Fig . 4 . 1. Distr ibution of domestic heating forms as calculated by 
MEDEE 3 model for Denmark. 
n . g . = n atural gas , d . h.= district heating , h.p= heat pump 
el. = electrical heat ing. 
:J 
,, 
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.. 
dwellings). In the case of district heating the share is 
determined both by market forces (for new dwellings) and by 
exogeneously spec ified penetration rates and limits (for all 
dwellings). 
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The model con.sists of 5 major components , to be linked together 
by overall national account relations . The 5 parts are the 
foll owing: 
1. a production part that describes the p r oduction in each of 
Thus , while the gross characteristics such as t he penetration the 9 branches as a function of capital , labour , energy and 
of district heating and natura l gas are large ly determined, the other intermediate inputs, 
penetration of new heating forms such as electrical heating , 
heat pumps, and solar heating can vary according to other 
factors , such as energy prices, energy policy, and insulation 
levels. 
Most of the work on the MEDEE3 model since its i mplementation 
in Denmark has consisted of its improvement a nd t he correct ion 
of errors. For t his purpose the model was run for the so-called 
reference scenario, a set of assumptions rough l y consistent 
with the "neutral scenario" used in the Danish Energy Plan 8 1 
(1). Towards the e nd of t he year , h owever , work began on the 
exploration of different scena rios wi th r egard to the evo l ut i on 
of energy prices. It i s planned to continue the i nvest igat ion 
of the effec ts of d i fferent parameter va l ues on t he model i n 
the future, both in conjunc t ion with the European Commi ss i on's 
research programme and independently as part of ESG ' s own 
r esearch . 
4.3. The macrosect ora l model. 
During 1982 ESG has continued working on the macrosectoral 
model, now called HERMES, whic h is a multinational macroeconomic 
model that focuses on energy-economy interact ions and has a 
forecast hor i zon of 5-7 years . 
A nat iona l mode l is being built in each of the EEC member coun -
tries and a ll of them wil l be inter linked by a system of bila-
teral trade f lows. While the national models are being 
devel oped by nat i on a l teams , the trade system will be drawn up 
by the Commission of t he European Commun i t i es . 
2. a consumption part that allocates the total consumption 
into different categories of consumer goods via a consumer 
demand system , 
3. an energy substitution part that splits the energy consump-
tion in each of the product i on branches into different fuel 
types, 
4. a price and income part that describes the price formation 
as well as the price - wage spiral , and 
5. an international trade flow model that studies the trade 
flows in view of the underly i ng demand and supply 
structures . 
I n 1982 the work was centered on prelimi nary estimations of the 
consumption and energy substitution parts and on the estab-
lishment of a complete database . 
The est imat i on of the energy substitution part has been carried 
out on t h e basis of two d i fferent models , both dealing with t he 
choice of the optimal fuel mix , taking total energy consumption 
as given e xogeneously . Estimates of own - and cross- price ela -
st i c ities were obtained for 6 different fuel types (coa l, crude 
o il, petroleum products , gas , electricity , and district 
heat i ng ) in each of the 9 production branches . The estimates 
obtained , wh i ch were almost i ndependent of the mode l used , 
conf irmed that the possib i lities for i nter-fuel substitution 
vary gr eatly among the branches . 
As fa r as the consumption part is concerned , three d ifferent 
con s umer demand systems have been used to study the allocation 
of total private consumption over 15 different commodity 
groups. These three systems were compared using a number of 
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statistical tests and with regard to the est imates which were 
obtained for income and price elasticit i es . 
The work programme for 1983 includes preliminary estimations 
for the two remaining parts of the model , complet i on of the 
database, and the final determination of all parameters in the 
model. 
4.4. The energy f low optimisation model 
The energy f low optimisation model EFOM is the supply part of 
the Commission ' s energy model complex. I t uses the techniqu e of 
linear programming to find the optima l energy supply structure 
that satisfies a given demand vector. 
During 1982 the model was used for a case study called "Candi -
date technolog i es to relieve the European energy system". The 
a im was to calculate the rate at which certain new energy tech-
no l ogies would penetrate into the e n e rgy system. One of the 
basic resu l ts of the study was defining the l eve l of activity 
attained by the n ew technologies . Also of int erest was the 
order of priority for the pen e tration of the different 
technologies. This c l ass i f i cat i on was done by investigating the 
influence of each new technology on the object ive f unction of 
the problem using the IBM procedure RANGE . This procedure 
def ines t he var i at i on in the cost of the objective f unction 
produced by a change in the capacit i es of new technolog i es . 
The r esults of four different scenarios are tabulated in Tabl e 
4.3. These senarios cons isted of one in which a global optimum 
was achieved , the two scenarios MIN IMPO 1 and MIN I MPO 3 , in 
which total energy importat i on costs we r e r educed by 1% and 3%, 
respectively , and a nuc l ear morator ium s ituation. 
When i nterpret ing the resu l ts it s h ou l d be remembered that a 
number of probl ems are recognised as far as the use of EFOM as 
a n e nergy p l a nning instrument is concerned . Examples of these 
are t he difficu l ty of interpreting the r esults because of the 
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Table_4 . 3 . Comparative analysis of the penetration of the new technologies in the 
different scenarios. 
Process 
!Globa l 
!optimum 
Biogas 
Collective s traw firing 
Individual straw firing 
Geothermal energy 
Distri ct heating 
Collective heat pumps 
Large wind turbines 
Small wind turbines 
Photovoltaics (decentralised) 
Photovoltaics (centralised) 
Wave energy 
SNG 
Jndividual heat pumps 
Individual solar heating(backup) 
Individual solar heating (oil) I 
Collective solar heat.(el .backup) I 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
I I !Nuclear I 
!MIN IMPO 1 IMIN IMPO 3lmoratoriuml 
1 1 1 
2 2 2 
3 3 3 
5 5 4 
6 11 5 
8 7 8 
4 4 6 
7 6 7 
11 10 10 
9 8 11 
10 9 9 
12 12 13 
13 13 13 
14 14 14 
15 15 15 
16 16 16 
model's complex structure , inappropriate sector d i visions for 
Denmark, and a h igh degre~ of d ependence on economic and tech-
nical data which are often dif ficult to obtain and requ i re 
frequent updating. In addit i on to these problems, there i s s ome 
doubt as to the value of using the linear p rogrammi ng method, 
and opt i misation techniques in general , fo r the study of a 
future national energy suppl y system. In v iew of these 
con siderations , our attitude to the EFOM model as a p lanning 
tool i s somewhat sceptical. It is fe l t that a simulation ap-
proach would be more appropriate . 
5 . OTHER EXTERNAL PROJECTS 
5.1. Nord i c Energy Systems Analysis 
None of the Nordic countries , e xcept Norway , has suff i cient 
energy of a ll types to make it independent of imports , at least 
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with present technology. However, all the countries possess 
some resources: Iceland, Finland, Norway , and Sweden have 
hydropower, Denmark and Norway have gas and o il, a nd Finland 
and Sweden have peat. This situation provides the background 
for a recent decision to carry out a study of the energy 
systems in the Nordic lands, both for each one in isolation and 
for a unified energy system taking into accont all the benefits 
which such a combined system could have for the maximizing of 
economy and security of supply. 
The study was proposed as a collaborative effort among the na-
t i onal laboratories of Denmark (Ris0), Fin l and (VTT} , Norway 
(IFE), a nd Sweden (Studsvik). Iceland did not participate in 
the working group due to lack of capacity at the present time . 
Funding was supplied by the Norwegian Department of Oil and 
Energy and the study was formal ly organized by the Nordic 
Council. 
As the study was regarded from the outset as rather ambitious 
it was .decided to start with a preproject. The aim was firstly, 
to make an overview of the existing energy plans, statistics, 
models, and methods, and secondly, to make a proposal for a 
ma in project , in which subjects found interesting during the 
preproject would be studied more closely. 
The preproject was carried out during 1982 and the final report 
compl eted in December. The main subjects treated in the work 
were an evaluation of the energy resources in the Nordic 
countries , a compar i son of the individual energy system , a 
comparison of the energy plans and prognoses, both methods , and 
models, an evaluation of internordic trade in energy and energy 
containing goods, and a proposal for a main project based on 
the findings of the preproject . 
The work was carried out by members of the participating labo-
ratories. In addition to the plan outlined above, a database 
was set up. This includes all relevant statist i cs of the coun-
tries, e.g. energy supply and consumption , both historical and 
projected. 
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The main results of the study may be summarised as follows: 
The goals of the energy plans and of the research and deve-
lopment programs are very much alike , 
the methods used in the statistics and the prognoses are 
somewhat different, 
each country ' s foreign trade in energy products is large bu t 
inter Nordic trade is small , and 
the total energy resour ce in the Nordic countries is great 
enough to make the region as a whole self-supplying 
Because of the last po int it was agreed that the ma i n project 
should concentrate on a search for ways in which the region s 
can benefit from its total resource of energy. 
5.2. Nordi c heat supply study 
During · the summer and autumn of 1982 a prestudy of the Nord ic 
heat supply system was carried out as a joint venture with 
Studsvik AB of Sweden, the Technical Research Centre of Finland 
and the Electricity Supply Research Institute of Norway. The 
prestudy was initiated by the Nordic Council of Ministers . 
The main objective for the study was to investigate the extent 
to which further Nordic cooperation would be advantageous to 
the Nord i c heat supply system, and to identify the areas where 
this would be possible . 
Within the restricted frame of a prestudy it is impossible t o 
cover all aspects of the heat supply systems , and priority was 
accordingly given to the following three areas: 
The structure and development of the heat supply system in t he 
four countries. Some of the geographical and institutional 
reasons for the considerable differences between t he f our 
national systems are described . It is shown that the 
differences became greater after the oil price increase in 
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1973. Because of the different degr ee of dependence on oil, the 
r a t e of substit ution towa r ds other fue l s varied among the coun-
tr i es . I n t h e long run a l evel i ng out i s foreseen and the four 
nation a l systems may even t u a lly become more uniform than ever 
befor e in modern t i mes . 
Heat produc tion for d i str i ct heat ing . At the present time the 
utilisation of d i str i ct heating var i es from 4 2% of the energy 
con sumpt i on for heat i ng in Denmark to 1% in Norway. All f our 
c ountr i es h a ve e xtens i ve pla n s f or e xpan s i on of d i str i ct 
heat i ng but f r om d i fferent sources . The d i fferen t fuels and the 
techn i qu es for burning t h em a r e 
utilisat i on o f l a r ge electr i ca lly 
d i str i c t heat ing. 
described , ,._ as is 
dr i ven heat pumps 
the 
for 
Pr i c ing and mea suring techniques fo r electricity and d istric.t 
heat i ng . The daily and seasona l var i at i on s for these two energy 
d i str i but i on systems a r e alike on the consumer side . The costs 
for meeting the var i at i on s will depend on the p r oduction system 
invol ved . The d i fferent approaches i n t he four countries are 
descr i bed. 
5 . 3 . Windpower i n the Faroe Islands and Iceland 
A preproject on t he i ntroduct i on of windmi lls to an electric i ty 
suppl y system present l y based on d i ese l generators and 
hydropower has been car r i ed out . The project was carried out in 
collaborat i on wi t h the Energy Counc il i n the Faroe Islands and 
the State El ectricity Supply Company of Iceland , under the 
ausp i c i es of the Nord i c Co- operative Organ i zation for Applied 
Research (NO RD FORSK ). 
The study covered the major Faroe I s l and e l ectric i ty suppl y 
system as well as two small i so l ated i slands. At the present 
time the ma in electric i ty suppl y system in the Faroe I s l ands 
ha s an i nsta l led capac i ty of about 40 MW of which 14 MW is 
hydropower and 2 6 MW is s upp l ied by d i ese l generators . The 
hydropower is based on fa i rly s mall reservoirs with capacity 
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fo r on ly a few weeks u se , so that no seasonal storage i s possi-
ble . However , in an electricity supply system of th i s size it 
shou l d be poss i ble to make use of several megawatts of 
wi ndpower if the wind climatology , the spec i fication and 
s i te i ng of the windmills, and the supply- demand situation are 
well ana l ysed and a suitable operating strategy is chosen . 
For t he smal l i slands included in the study the s i tuat i on is 
somewhat d i fferent , and in many ways much more compl i cated 
s i nce the insta l led capacity is only a few hundred k ilowat ts , 
s uppl ied by d i ese l generators . If windmi l ls were introduced in 
such small systems they would make up a much larger percentage 
of the i nstalled capac i ty than in the large system. For this 
r eason a very detailed analysis i s needed. 
The stu dy included: 
assessment of the present energy supply system 
a n a l ysis of demand prognoses 
ident i f ication of the main fac t ors to be included in a com-
puter s i mulation progr am to optimize the system 
preliminary considerations concerning wi ndmil l s i ting . 
The results of the preproject were recommendat i ons for the 
development of a computer simulat i on model for t he simulation 
of the whole electricity supply system , and for wind measure -
ment s to be carried out in conjunct i on wi th the establishment 
of a windmill programme . 
5 . 4 . Assessment of t he technical and economic prospects for 
wind energy in the EEC countries 
I n March 1981, the Advisory Committee for Program Management 
for t he CEC ' s solar e n ergy programme initiated a study of wind 
power. The Energy Sys tems Group was awarded a contract to car ry 
out part of the study, namely the assessment of the techn i cal 
and economic prospects for windpower i n Denmar k . 
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Th e f ir s t part of this study cons i sted of an evaluation of the 
number of possible s ites for large energy converters. The 
evaluation took account of physical, lega l , and political con-
straints on land use. 
The technique s uggested by the European Commission was the 
"Statist ical Grid Method " which involves the use of a d ivision 
of the country into areas with equal wind speeds. These wind 
speeds are based on measur e ments from d if ferent meteorological 
s tations and are only r epr esentative for the immed iate sur -
roundings. The observations cannot therefore b e t aken as 
r epresentative of the wind conditions in a reg i on. 
In view o f the shortcomings of the Statistica l Grid Method and 
as a comprehensive inves tigat i on of wind resources in Denmark 
had a lready been carried out by the Nat i onal Agency for 
Physical Planning ( 5) , it was dec i ded to use the latter as the 
basis for the present study . 
Another of the tasks carried out under the contr act was the 
collection of Dan i sh recommendations for Research and Develop-
ment in wind e nergy . This col l ect i on i s to be used in the 
formu l ation o f the next CEC programme for research and deve l op-
ment i n so l a r e nergy to cover the per iod 1983- 87. 
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sificat i o n in e n ergy statistics " Energy 
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n i ca l University of Denmark, 25 November. 
Hans Larsen M.Sc. (DtH~) , Ph.D . (DtH) 
Graduated in 1970 from the Technical University of Denmark 
as M.Sc . in Electr i cal Engineer ing. 1970 postgraduate student 
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seconded to the OECD Hi gh Temperature Reactor Project , Dragon , 
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tory working with systems reliability and reactor core perform-
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ance. Head of t he Energy Systems Group from July 1980 . Member 
of a number of national and internat i onal committees : a wor king 
group deal i ng with long-term energy planning for the Danish 
Minis try of Energy, Advi sor y Committee on Energy , for the Danish 
Assoc i at i on of Electrical, Chemical , Mechanical and Civil Engi-
neers European Commission ACPM on Energy Systems Analysis and 
Strategy Studies, Danish National Commi ttee of World Energy 
Conference. In 1982 involved in project on Long Term Prospects 
of En e r gy Techno l ogies and in the Faroe Island project. 
Deputy leader: 
Poul Erik Morthorst M. Econ , (Arhus) . 
Economist spec i alised in econometric forecasting . Research 
assistant at Institute of Economics , Arhus University from 
1976 to 1 977 . Joined ESG in June 1978. Main activiti es within 
ESG i nclude the implementation of the CEC medium- term model 
and genera l government e n ergy planning, especially forecasting 
of e l ectricity demand . Involved in project on Scand i navi an 
energy system analys is . Work ing with economics of renewables 
and member of advisory group set up by the Energy Agency to 
s tudy renewable energy in rural communities . Member of working 
groups set up by Ministry of Energy to s tudy e l ectrical heating 
i n areas not served by CHP and natural gas . 
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Frits M0 l ler Andersen M. Econ. (Arhus) . 
Economist specialised in computer modelling and econometr i cs . 
Worked as teaching assistant in the I nstitute o f Statistics, 
Arhus Un i versity and as economic planner in loca l government 
before joining ESG i n May 1980 . Ma i n activities within ESG 
consists of the deve l opment, implementation , and use of econo-
metric models for energy deman d forecasting , in particular 
the development of the macrosectoral model . 
Peter Skjerk Christensen M. Sc . (DtH) . 
Physicist with p r evious e xpe rience in reactor physics in the 
Reactor Technology Departmen t , Ris0 , before joini ng ESG as 
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a founding member. Act i v i ties with i n ESG i nc lude modelling 
of electricity and heat p r oduction and t ransmiss ion systems , 
modelling of tota l energy systems , and maintaining an up- to-
date knowledge of the construction and operation of p ower reac -
tors and of the nuclear fuel cycle. 
J0rgen Fenhann M.Sc. (Copenhagen). 
Physicist with mathematics and chemistry as subsidiary s ubject s . 
After 1 year of teacher training taught at high school a nd 
DtH . Since Ju l y 1977 worked on the CEC e nergy supply model 
EFOM, first with the Niels Bohr Institute , University of Copen -
hagen , and since November 1978 with ESG. Activities within 
ESG i nclude the sur vey of energy studies involving windpower, 
long range technol ogical forecasts , energy for rural a reas 
a n d energy statistics. 
Pou l Er ik Grohnheit M.Econ. (Cope nhagen). 
Economist, before joining ESG worked with t h e Danish Buildings 
Research Institute (1969-7 1 ), as a town planning consu l tant 
(1 97 1-72 a nd 1979-80) and on economic p lanning i n l ocal go vern-
me nt 81973-79). Joined ESG in May 1980. Ma i n inter ests within 
ESG include e ne rgy economics, town pla nning, loca l government, 
space heating and the economic analysis of power generat i on 
systems. 
Niels Kilde M.Sc . (DtH). 
Graduated in 1 962 as c h e mic a l e ngineer wi th spec ial emphasi s 
on metallurgy . Master ' s thes i s on industrial ga l van i s ing . From 
1 962 to 1 98 1 e mployed at the Dan i s h Steelworks Ltd . , Freder iks -
v~rk as deputy department manager in the laboratory (1962-67), 
p ersona l ass i stant to t he technica l director (1967-72), depart -
me nt manager for production and head of p lanning and implemen-
tat ion of n e w continuous cast ing p l ant ( 1972-77) . During the 
final period , as deve l opment and e n e rgy manager (197 7-81), 
responsible for the reconstruction of electric a rc f urnaces 
and the utilisation of coo l ing water for the heat i ng o f the 
ent i re works and the distr i ct heating of the ne ighbouring town 
of Frederiksv~rk. 
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stry ' s steer i ng group for energy R&D in industrial p rocesses. 
Gordon A. Mackenzie B.Sc . (Edinburgh) , Ph . D. (Edinburgh ) . 
Physicist with experrience in e xper i mental condensed matter 
physics . First came to Denmark 1974 to partic ipate in physics 
experiments at Ris0 . Postdoctoral work in Physics Depart,ent , 
Ris0 1 976-78. Lecturer in phys ics at Ed i nburgh Univers ity 1978- 79 . 
After a further period at Physics Department , Ris0 , joined 
ESG i n Febuar y 1980. Ma in act i vities withi n ESG include the 
operation and maintenance of the MEDEE3 model , use of the DES 
mode l , participat i on in the Faroe Islands project and a mem-
be r o f administrative tasks i nvolvi ng public relations . 
J0rgen Marstrand M.Sc . (DtH) , D. Techn. (DtH) . 
Mechanical engineer with e xperien ce i n the shipbuilding i ndustry 
a nd the Danish factory Inspectorate before joi ning Ris0 in 
19 57. Doctoral thesis "Method s of Hydrodynamic Computat i on 
of Ship Propellers" published i n 1952 . Former head of Enginee-
ring Department at Ris0 and cha irman of the Safety Committee 
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with the Reactor Technology Department , Ri s0 , before being 
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Mathemat i cal economi st specialised i n econ omic modelling and 
econometrics . During period of study worked as programming 
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the development and implementation of the EC Ma 0rosectoral 
Model. 
Ellen V. Pl0ger M.Econ (Copenhagen). 
Economist specialised in economic modelling and e conometrics . 
worked in the Danish Statistical Office on national accounts, 
energy balances and input-output models before j oining ESG 
in November 1982. Main activities within the Group a r e the 
development and implementation of the CEC Macrosectora l Model 
(HERMES) . 
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Mechanica l engineer with postgraduate qu a lification in ec ono-
mics. From Februa ry 1978 until Septe mbe r 1979 worked a t DtH 
on est ima te of design para me t e r s f or cooling towe r s at t h e 
Mec h a nical Engineering De partment a nd t h e Danis h Solar He a t ing 
Programme at the Therma l Insulation Departme nt. Awa r ded a 
schola r s hip by Dani s h Council f or Scientif ic and Industrial 
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mics, project on pric ing policies and t a rif f structure s in 
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He lge V. Larsen M.Sc. (DtH). 
Gr a duated in e l e c t ronic e ngineering in 19 7 4 and subsequent l y 
wo rked as a unive rsi t y demonstrator a t DtH a nd as an e lect r o -
nic e ngineer in ind us try. Joined Ris0 Nat iona l Labor ator y i n 
1 976, engaged in c ompute r mode lling of radia tion heat transfer 
in BWR f u e l e l e ments wi t h t h e Reactor Technology De partment . 
Lat e r worked on Nordic pro j e ct o n modelling of district heating 
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de veloping a mode l fo r t he simu lation of power s t at i on operation . 
* Copenhagen Sch ool o f Econ omics a n d Bu s i ness Admi n i stration. 
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